30 Minute Consultation
20 Minute Photography Session
1 Exceptional Image
Headshots can communicate so many different things depending on your
line of work. Maybe you’re a small business owner of a service company and
need to communicate friendly and warm. Maybe you’re a creative and want a
more artsy and moody headshot or maybe you’re a corporate type and need
to communicate confidence and power. Whatever the case may be, your
headshot should communicate the part of your personality that best represents
your work. My mission is to provide you with a professional photograph that
represents your authentic and best self. I specialize in photographing people
who don’t like having their picture taken or may be uncomfortable in front of
the camera.

Consultation

Your in-person consultation is just as important as your session. We will discuss
your needs and prepare you for what to expect. We will talk about what you
would like to communicate with your headshot, design the mood and look,
discuss wardrobe*, makeup and hair. More importantly, we will talk about any
concerns you may have about having your photograph taken.

The Session

Since all the details are discussed at your consultation, your session should go
smoothly and quickly. With one background and outfit, we will focus on just a
couple of poses and take them from all angles to discover your best side.

Product Delivery

You will get to select one high resolution digital file for professional use.**
You will be provided with an online gallery with five fully edited, retouched
photographs from which to choose.

Investment

$300 + Tax
$75 Retainer and signed contract at Consultation. Remainder due at Session.
Add Professional Makeup + Hair for Women for $175.***
Add Skin Correction for Men for $50.***

Contact

Please email me at hi@judyleephotography.com to set up your consultation.
*You may bring clothing options to our consultation if you would like my input.
**Details about image licensing is in the contract.
***Makeup is at a discounted rate.

